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Abstract-We consider the modifications of the phase field equations suggested by Penrose and 
Fife and show for the solidification problem that (to macroscopic order) the latent heat is zero, 
the temperature does not enter into any of the interface conditions, the entropy difference between 
phases is zero. Hence, there is no (first order) phase transition. Furthermore, the equations imply 
that any solid surrounded by its liquid counterpart will shrink until extinction at any temperature. 
For the vaporization equations, the interface alternates between absorbing and releasing heat during 
vaporization. 
Penrose and Fife derived a modification of the original phase field equations by using a set of 
thermodynamic identities [l]. This modification was further studied in [2,3]; the existence of 
globally smooth solutions was proven in [4] and existence of optimal control has been proven 
in [5]. The purpose of this letter is to demonstrate that the basic thermodynamic parameters, 
such as latent heat and entropy differences, can be calculated easily quite independently of the 
methods used to derive the equations. The basic equations have the form 
pt=KAp+$(~-d)+ -b + 2a(p T , 
Tt - (-b + 2acp)cpt = -KzA 
0 
$ , 
where T is (absolute) temperature, cp is phase and Ki, Kz, a, b are constants. Their linearization 
in temperature are 
pt = KlAcp + ;(p - 9’) + (-b;;p) (I- &), 
ut - (-b + 2ap) vPt = 3 Au, 
T& 
where TM is the (absolute) melting temperature (which is a positive constant) and u := T-TM. 
The main modification by [l] was to set b = 0 and a # 0 “at least in the case of a liquid-solid 
transition” as a consequence of various thermodynamic identities. In the original phase field 
equation, this term A(cp) := -b+2ap =: e/2 has been the constant $ (latent heat per mass). The 
arguments below are equally valid for (l), (2) and (3), (4) though the linearized equations (3), (4) 
are sometimes simpler to discuss. We consider an interface, I’(t), which is the level set cp = 0 
and let T be the (signed) normal to the interface (positive if directed toward the liquid). If the 
interface moves with normal velocity, V, then u ss u(r - vt), cp = cp(r - vt), etc. We assume also 
that ‘p achieves its transition over a distance c (so that K1 = c2) from ‘p- to ‘p+. Note that (1) 
[or (3)] implies (p? = ‘p: when b = 0. 
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CALCULATION ~-LATENT HEAT IS ZERO. Writing Equation (2) [or (4)] as 
;(T - a$) = -K2A (;) or -(u- ; a$) = &AU, 
we integrate (2) a small distance 26 across the interface, 
/ 
6 d 
_6 X(T - a(p2) dr 2 -v /” (T - a(p2), dr = -K2 J_66 (;) dr. 
-6 rr 
@a,b) 
The continuity of the temperature along with ‘p: = (~5 implies that the left side of (6) vanishes. 
Hence, (l/T)p and consequently T, are continuous across the interface in the macroscopic limit. 
In other words, there is no latent heat. Note that in the original model, a latent heat arises from 
the term sj6(e/2) cpr dr = l which was replaced by sf, -a((~~), dr. By definition, the absence of 
latent heat means the absence of melting or freezing. 
OBSERVATION ~-INTERNAL ENERGY IS INDEPENDENT OF PHASE. The left side of (5a) or (5b) 
shows that a(p2 is independent of the phase since we have a(~: = a(p: in each phase. 
OBSERVATION Q-INTERFACE ALTERNATES BETWEEN RELEASING AND ABSORBING HEAT. 
Equation (5b) has the form Tt - KzAT = Zacpcp* x -207y30, and the right side must have 
the shape shown in Figure 1 since cp has essentially the same shape as tanh. Hence, the source 
term is positive for half of the interface and then negative so that the total heat is zero (to macro- 
scopic order). This means that the interface first releases heat then absorbs it. This phenomenon 
is unphysical even if the amounts of heat are not equal. 
Source Function 
Figure 1. The source term in the heat equation of Penrose and Fife releases and then 
absorbs heat during solidification with a net result of no latent heat. 
CALCULATION ~-TEMPERATURE NEVER ENTERS AN INTERFACE RELATION. Turning now 
to the phase equation (3) we use the “inner variable” 4(p - vt) := cp(r - vt) and expand as 
4 = $fJs + c& + . * . . Note that, 4O(p) solves the leading order “inner problem” 
The next order equation is 
L# := &, + $1 - 34’7 # + z 4’ = -(v + K) 4; - 2a4’f(u, TM) =: F, (7) 
where we have scaled the time or the relaxation parameter multiplying 9: in (3) so as to preserve 
the order of v. We also denote by f(u,T~) any possible definition and scaling (that is, the 
relative magnitudes of the positive constants, which are not specified in [l]). For a physically 
meaningful scaling, we have either u = O(c) or a factor of c multiplying U. In any case, 4:: solves 
the homogeneous problem Lq$ = 0 so that a necessary condition for (‘7) to have a solution is that 
(+F, F) = 0, that is, 
J 
ca @( -v - K)$; - 2af(zl,TM)4’} dp = 0. (6) 
-03 
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Since temperature is continuous across the interface in the outer variables (i.e., u does not involve 
a transition on a scale of c) and since J-w @+Odp = 0, (8) implies the result (to leading order) 
v = -K. (9) 
The original phase field equations would have implied the relation 
[S]EU = --Q/c - CYKV, (10) 
where [s]E is the entropy density difference between phases and o is the relaxation constant. 
Hence, the Penrose-Fife modifications have two interesting consequences arising from (9): 
(A) The temperature never enters into any interfacial relation, as it does in (10). 
(B) All solids which are surrounded by their liquid counterpart “shrink” (without absorbing 
any heat) until extinction at any temperature. 
The calculations above can be modified for different scalings but the conclusion for any reasonable 
scaling rests on the odd term (in ‘p) multiplying _f(u, TM). 
This relation can be derived for equilibrium, i.e., constant temperature, where the issues of 
scaling, linearization of temperature and mathematical rigor are clearest. In that case one obtains 
K = 0 for (9) instead of the Gibbs-Thomson relation [i.e., (10) with v = 01. The absence of 
temperature from the temperature-curvature-velocity relation suggests the next conclusion. 
CALCULATION ~--NO ENTROPY DIFFERENCE BETWEEN PHASES. The entropy density differ- 
ence between phases is given by 
where F is the free 
we have 
[s]E := -f$ {‘p = ‘+‘+} + g {p = $‘-}, (11) 
energy density and 3 the free energy 3 = sn F. For the original phase field 
Note, for example, 
3 ORIG = dNz 
J i 
. ..+Y&)p . 
1 
(12) 
that one can choose the units of mass and they can be chosen to normalize 
[s]~ as 1 or 4. In order to obtain (1) (with b = 0) from vt = -63/Q , we must have (with some 
constant C) 
(13) 
Hence, (11) implies that [s]~ = 0 for the Penrose-Fife modification. 
In summary, Calculations l-5 imply the absence of a (first order) phase transition. The 
result of Calculation 4 is that the interface behavior is governed by motion by mean curvature, 
independently of temperature or heat considerations, hence, there is simply an “orientation” 
transition with an unusual heat release and absorption mechanism at the interface. In view 
of the general relation &[s],R = L (L = latent heat density) a thermodynamically consistent 
derivation that leads to zero latent heat must also lead to zero entropy difference, which is another 
way of obtaining the result of Calculation 4. 
OBSERVATION ~-SINGLE PHASE EQUILIBRIUM THERMODYNAMICS FOR PHASE TRANSITIONS?. 
The familiar relation, F = E - TS, and its consequences are only valid for truly equilibrium 
phenomena, i.e., single temperature, pressure and phase. The relation for multi-phase systems 
must involve some term which accounts for phase change, e.g., dF = -pdV - SdT + Ci pidpi, 
where the pi are the conjugates to the mass fractions of phases, pi. Omission of this term means 
no (first order) phase transition. 
The second law states that the total entropy of an isola$ed system tends to increase, i.e., 
St = 6 sn s dx is nonnegative. However, it is quite another assertion to state that st 2 0 
locally. For example, during freezing at a point entropy generally decreases at that point. We 
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now consider the possibility of b # 0 and a # 0 in (l), (2) or (3), (4) as suggested by [l] for 
vaporization and examine the consequences. 
CALCULATION ~-ALL VALUES OF “a” LEAD TO THE ORIGINAL MACROSCOPIC EQUATIONS; 
SOME VALUES IMPLY A VACILLATING LATENT HEAT. Calculations 1,4,5 imply that the value of 
“a” does not influence the resulting macroscopic equations. Moreover, an immediate consequence 
of Observation 3 is that 12~1 > b = fJ/2 implies that the source term in (4) changes sign (Figure 2). 
This means heat absorption and heat release both occur during vaporization. Similarly, entropy 
increases and decreases through the transition. It is suggested that a := -si(cpc)Tc/2 [l, p. 581 
where SO is the double-well and Tc is the critical temperature and (pc is defined by sy(cpe) = 0. 
In particular, for the prototype double-well which leads to sb(cp) = i((p - (p3) and the material 
parameters for water and steam one finds the numerical relation 12~1 = (647/540)b > b, since 
T, = 647OK, 1= 540 cal/gm and specific heat is lcal/gmO K. Hence, water-steam has vacillating 
latent heat according to [l]. 
Source Function 
Figure 2. In liquid-gas transition, or whenever b # 0, one has a nonzero latent heat. 
However, depending on the parameters, the interface can still exhibit contradictory 
behavior, with both heat release and absorption during vaporization. 
Note that other possible choices for “a” are likely to have the same behavior for some materials 
and parameter ranges. One possibility for avoiding this situation is to guess that “a” is “funda- 
mentally small,” as for example, a := k/R0 or a := &r/D, whence 12~1 < b = e/2 is assured. 
Here Ro is a macroscopic length, D is diffusivity and (Y is the relaxation constant. However, small 
numbers as these exert a negligible influence since the term vpt already provides a contribution 
which is a power of c smaller than the vt term (Calculation 1). Thus, a term such as c(p’pl results 
in an 0(c2) contribution which is lo-l6 cm, or less than a millionth of an atomic length. While 
one can always adjust the number “a” for numerical convenience in keeping with Observation 3, 
it is difficult to attach any physical meaning to it. Finally, we note that the (pt term in the heat 
equation is just a linearization of some monotonic function representing the distribution of latent 
heat across the interface. While derivatives of even terms such as ppt = i((p2)t result in an 
order c change in the macroscopic considerations, the odd terms, e.g., ((p3)t are of the same order 
as pt. Other models suggested in [l] e.g., ferromagnet, also appear to have consequences similar 
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